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10 Ways to Get More Traffic After You Get
Media Coverage
Opinions revealed by Entrepreneur factors are their own.
Media protection is a fantastic accomplishment, however it must not be believed of as a location. It is
muchbetter to see it as a springboard that can move you towards the next piece of protection. If your
objective is to be acknowledged as an market leader, getting media protection must trigger a flurry of
follow-up actions intended at getting even more protection.
So, when you get estimated in an shortarticle, talkedto on a podcast or included in a listicle, take a
minute to commemorate. Then, while the press is still hot, utilize the snot out of it. Here are 10
suggestions for getting the most out of your media protection.

1. Post the win … onceagain and onceagain
Spreading the word on social media needto be your veryfirst action. Talk it up throughout all of your
channels and supply links where possible. After you haveactually shared the preliminary news about
the protection, share it onceagain from a various angle. For example, you can share it as a shoutout
to the author, tagging them. If somebody else was included in the protection — a coworker or another
specialist in your market — share it as a shoutout to him or her. Once you haveactually thanked
everybody, pull a quote or 2 from the post and usage those as the basis for a post.
Related: 5 Ways to Boost Content and Promote Your Blog in 2022

2. Share the “official” post
There is a great possibility that the media outlet or author will promote the post on their social
channels. When they do, share the “official” variation with your fans, as well, and tag them in it. Not
just will it include to your reliability, however it will program the media outlet that you are fast to
promote their protection to your fans, which is something that will assistance to get you welcomed
back.

3. Promote the link beyond social
Social media is a fast and simple method to promote your wins, however it is not the just platform
where you can drop a link. Find a appropriate location for it on your site, whether on a “media
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protection” page or another page where it makes sense. If you have an e-mail that goes out routinely
to customers, include it as an statement that they can commemorate with you. You may likewise
thinkabout consistingof a link in your e-mail signature for a coupleof days after it is released.

4. Send a handwritten note to the author
Sending a handwritten thank-you note through the mail might appear like exaggerating it in the age of
direct messaging, however believe for a minute about what it interacts. First, it reveals the author that
you worth being consistedof in their work. A DM can inform them that, however the additional time
that you put into the handwritten note truly reveals it. Also, it makes you stand out from the lots of
other individuals they engage with on a weekly basis. The next time they requirement a quote, they’ll
keepinmind the handwritten note.
Related: Why a Handwritten Thank-You Note Should Be a Staple Email Strategy of Luxury
Brands

5. Follow the author on social
Following the author on social media is another method to stand out. Be mindful not to overdo it; a
follow is enough if you have currently finished the actions discussed above. You do not desire to
come throughout as a stalker. After a week or so, take a appearance at their feed and remark on an
product or 2, particularly an product that you would like to be talkedto about.

6. Add the piece to your portfolio
If you are lookingfor media protection, you must gather your wins in a media portfolio. Whether it is a
page on your site, a linktree or a listing of posts on LinkedIn, develop a area that reveals off your
wins. The next time you are pitching yourself or your brandname to the media, consistof a link to your
media portfolio to increase your reliability.
Related: 4 Ways Entrepreneurs Can Leverage Media and Publicity to Magnify Their Company
or Brand

7. Repurpose the protection
If the piece has handy content, repurpose it. Pull out some suggestions, repackage it as a “Tip Sheet”
or “Best Practice Guide” and share it with your customers. Make sure any repacking that you do
highlights the truth that the details was taken from a media source that included you as an
professional. Reassuring your customers that you are the media’s go-to specialist will aid you to keep
their organization.
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8. Use it to increase your LinkedIn equity
LinkedIn is a fantastic location to make expert connections. Sharing your protection there might serve
as a calling card to your next customer or 2. After you have published the link with your ideas on why
the story is practical or essential, check back frequently to engage with anybody who remarks.

9. Make it an advertisement
If you haveactually shared the protection on social media and you discovered that the post got
traction, increase it to draw individuals to your site. This can be particularly worthwhile if the protection
supplied some market insight or if it speaks to a subject that is trending.

10. Share it with your group
Do not forget that you have a network of individuals in your workplace who can aid you to share the
protection. Get a link out to them through e-mail or whatever interaction app you usage. Encourage
them to share with their fans as well as assistance the posts that you are sharing with your group
members.

Bonus pointer: Give yourself an truthful evaluation
Remember that all of this work is intended at getting more media protection. So, make sure the next
piece is even muchbetter than this one. Take a tough appearance at your contribution. If it was a
quote, how might it be muchbetter? If it was an interview, what did you leave out? Figure out what
would make the post twotimes as excellent, then pitch that concept to the author.
Source: 10 Ways to Get More Traffic After You Get Media Coverage.
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